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Abstract
In this thesis, the efTecls of radiation on iree convection flow with isothermal ~urface and

".ith UnifOl'ill surface heat I1ll';: on a sphere have been investigated. The physical problems

are represented mathematically by different sej~ of governing equations along with the

~oITespondillg boundary conditions. Using appropriate transformations, the governing

equations containing eqllation~ of continuity, momentwn and energy are transformed inl.o a

Sci of nOll-dimensional boundary lay~r equations subject 10"appropriate bOlmdary conditions,

which are lh~n 8oh'ed numerically ""11hthe K;ller box scheme of:Qnite-ditIerence method.

Here imporlan~e hus been given on the e\'aluation of surla~e shear stress in terms of local

skin friction. rate ofhcallmn~fer in terms ofNlLsselt number also on velocity profiles <15well

<IS temperature profiles. A ~elected parameter set is also considered for computation

consisting of radi<llion pmameter Rei, surface temperature parameter 8w and Prandtl number

Pc. The results in terms of local skin friction, local Nusselt munber are shown in tabular

forms. Veloeil) profiles, temperature profiles, skin friction coefficienl and rate of he'll

transfer have been displayed graphically for v,nlous values of radiation parameter, surface

temperature parameter separatel)' ,md the Prandtl number as welL
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q.
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Rd

T

( !!, !:.)

(u, v)

Radiu> of the sphere [ro]

Local skin iiidian coefficient [-]

The specific heat due to constant pressure ]kJkg"lk-l]

Dimensionless stream function l-J

Derivative of f with respect to 111-]

Grashof number [-J
Acceleration due to gmvi!} [ms.2]
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Radati\-e heat flux l,vim2]

Conduction heat flux [w/m2].

Radiation parameter [-J
Radial distance from the symmetric axis to the surface lm)

Temperature of (he Iluid in the boundary layer [Tl

Temperature of the ambi~nt fluid [T1

Temperature at the sllT[ace ['I]

Velocity components along the (x, y) axis ]ms.i]

Dimensi()nles~ velocity components along the (x. y) axi, [-J
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Greek symbols

I)
8

",
p

cr

"(s, '1)

Rosseland mean absorption co-efficient [cmo/s]

Coefficient ofthemlal expansion [1;:1]

Dimen~ionless temperature funetion [_]

Surface temperature parameter [_]

TIlermal conductivity [v,an-1k-1]

Viscosity of the fluid [m2ls]

Kin~matic viscosity [m2s.l]

D~nsity of the fluid [kgm-3]

Electrical conductivity [mho.m-I]

S~atlering co"eIlicient [1m]

Wall sh~ar stress rdyne~lcm']

Stream flmclion [m's-']

Dimensionles" coordinate along the (u, v) axis [-1
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Chapter 1

l.llntroduetion
Radiation is transformed in the form of ectrornagnetic waves that directly transport energy

through space and this is the only process, which brings light and heat to OliT planet, earth

from the ~un, which is millions of miles away from us. Convection is the transfer of heat by

the actual mo\'cment oflhe wanned matter. It cannot occur in solids due to the particles not

being able 10 lIow freely. The most common cause of internal movement is a variation in

density due to transfer of heat. free convection is the convection in which motion of the

fluid arises solely dl.le to the density gradients (for example, due to temperature differences

existing within the fluid) that can he maintained in the nuld, for example hot air rising off

the surface of a radiator.

A body is introduced into a fluid at different temperatures forms a source of disturbance due

to lhe thermal interaction between the body and the fluid. 'The J1uid elemcnls near the body

surface assume the temperature of the body and then begin the propagation of heal into the

Jluid and the variation or temperature is accompanied by density variations. In particnlar, if

the density variation is caused by the non-uniformity of the temperature it is caned

conve~lion_ The convective mode of heat transfer is generally divided into two basic

processes. If the mOlion of the fluid arises from an eXlernal agent then the process is tcrnled

forced COl1\"e~lion_This lype of fluid flow is eansed in general by a fan, blower, the bursting

of a lire et~. Such problems are very frcquenUy enemmtered in technology where the heal

transfers to or from a body is often due to imposed 110wof a fluid of different temperature

from thill of the body. On the other hand, if no such external!} induced flow is provided and

the l10w arises from the eHert of a density difference resulting from temperature or

concentration differencc. in a body forced field such as the gravitational field, then the

process is tcrmcd natural conveclion. Generally, the density difference givcs rise to

buoyan~y forces, which drive the flow. Buoyancy induced convectivc tlo\~ is of great

importance in many heat removal processes in engineering technology and has attracted the

attention of many researchers in the last few decades due to the fact that both science and

,



Chapter 1: Introduction

!edmology arc being interested in passive energy storage system~, such as the cooling of

sp~nl fuel rods in nuclear po\ver applications and the .design of solar collectors. In particular,

it h<lsbeen ascertained that frcc convection indllced the thermal stress, which leads to critical

structllml darIlilge in the piping system~ of nuclear reactors. The buoyant Ilow arising from

heat rejection to the atmosphere. heating of rooms, fires. and many other heat transfer

processes. are other examples of natural convection flows.

The effects of radiation on free convection flow are important ill the context of space

tedmology and very little is known about the effects of radiation on the boundary layer flow

of a radiating fluid past a hudy. The inclw.ion of a radiation effects in the energy equation,

however. leads to a higWy non-linear partial differential equation, The problem of free

~oll\'ection bound<lT)'layer over or on variou, shapes such as vertical flat plate, cylinder,

sphere. dc, ha"e been studied by many investigators and it has been a very popular research

topic for many }'ears, It is readily recogni1.ed that a wealth of infonnation i~ now available

On convective heat and mass transler for viscous (Ne'l\1:onian) fluids

The study of temperature lield and heat transfer is of great importance to the engmeers

because of its almost universal occurrence in many branches of science and engineering.

AUhough heat tran<;fer analysis is most important for tbe proper sizing of fuel elements in

the nuclear reactors cores to prevent bnmout. The perfonnanec 01" aircraft also depends upon

the case \vith \~hi~h the structure and engines can be cooled. The design of chemical plants is

ll~llally done on !he basis of heat transfer analysis and the analogous mass transfer proce~~es.

The amount of energy transfer as heat can be detennined from energy-conservation

consideration (first law of thermodynamics). Energy transfer as heat will take place Irom the

a~sembly (bod}) with the higher temperatun:, if these two are permitted to interact through a

diathennal wall (second law of tbennodynamies). The transfer and conversion of encrg}

from one [onn to another is the basis to all heat transfers processes and hence, the !irst as

well as th~ second la\, of thermod}namies gOvern them, I-leat transfer is commonly

a~sociatcd Wilh lluid dynamic. The knowledge oftemperatnre distribution is essential in heat

transfer studies because of the fact !hat the heal flow tahs place only wherever there is a

temperature gradient in a system. The heat flux which is defined as the amount of heat

transfer per unit area per unit time can be calculated from the physical laW5 relating to the

temperature gradient.

2



Chapter 1: Introduction

Numerou.., industria! applications involve both forced and natural conve~tion along ax

symmctric bodies \'(here spccial elTects such as body rotation, surface mass transfer, thc

heating/cooling mode, and the type of thermal \,a11 condition are important. Examples

includc rotary madrine design, transportation cooling, projectile bebavior, and wire and fiber

coating. Spin motion enhances convection beat transfer when the centrifugal force pnshes

thc ncar surface Iluid outward, which is being replaced by cooler or "anner fluid depending

upon the wall tempctature.

Nazar et al. (20ma, 2002b) considered the free convection boundary layer flow on an

isothermal horizontal cir~ular cylindcr and on an isothenn<l1 sphere for micro polar llL1id.

Yao (1983) has studicd the problem of natural convection now along a vertical wavy

surlace. Abo the problem of free convection boundary layer on a vertical plate with

pw,~ribed surface heat flux inve ..,tigated by Merkin and Mahmood (1990).

The govmring partial differentia! equations are to deal \\ith in the ease of incompressible

viscous fluid sLlch a, continuity equation, momentLltll equation and energy equation. The

rJdiation cncrgy emilted by a body is trammitted in the space in the form of electromagnetic

waves according to Maxwell's classic electromagnetic wave theory or in the form of discrete

photons according to Planck's hypothesis. Both concepts have been utilized in the

im'cstigation 0 [.raciiati\'e-hcat trau:.fer. The emission or absorption ofradiation energy by a

body is a bulk pro~ess; that is, radiation originating hom the interior of the body i~ emitted

through the surface. Conversely, radiation incident on the surface of a body penetrates to the

depths of the medium v,'here it is attenuated. When a large proportion of the incident

radiation is attenuated \\,ithiu a vcry short distance fi-om the surface, we may speak of

radiation as being absorbed or emitted by the surface, For exanlplc, thermal radiation

incident on a metal sur/ace is attenuated within a diMance of a fe" angstroms, from the

~urlace: hencc metals are opaque to thermal radiation.

Many mathematicians, versed engineers and researchets have studied the problems of free

convection boundary layer 1low over or on a various types of shapes. Amongst them are

Hossain and Takh<!r (1996), Huang and Chen (1987), Merkin and Mahmood (1990), Nazar

et al (2002a, 2U02b) and Molla ct aJ (2005). Huang and Chen (1987), Nazar ct al (2002a,

2002b) cOIl&idered the frec convection boundary layer on an isothermal sphere and on an

3 •



Chapter}; Introduction

iso!hemlal horizontal circular cylinder both in a micro polar t1uid. Molla Cl al (2004) have

studied lhe problem of natural convection flow along a vertical wav} surface with uniform

sllrface temperature in presence of heat generation or absorption. The problem of the free

convection boundary layer on a vertical plate with prescribed surface heat flux was studied

by Merkin and Mahmood (1990). AI~ lhe effects of axial heat conduction in a vertical plate

on free com'ection heat lran,fer have been studied by Miyamoto et aI. (1980). On the other

hand, [he coupling of conduction with laminar natural convection boundary layer flow along

a tla! plate was in\'estigated by Pozzi and Lupo (1988).

A transformation of the boundary layer equations for natural convection flow past a vertical

plate with an arbitral)' blowing and wall temperature variations was studied by

Vedhanayagam et al. (1980). The case of a heated isothermal horizontal surface \\ith

tran~pinl[ion "as discussed in some detail first by Clm-ke and Riley «(1975, 1976), and then

hy Lin and Yu (1988). Hossain and Takhar (1996) also discussed the same prohlems but

with the temperature dependent viscosity and thennal conductivity. Soundalgekar et al.

(1900) have >tudied radiation effects on free convection llow of a gas past a semi-infinite flat

plate lL~ingthe Cogley-Vincenti-Giles equilibrium model Cogley ct al(1968), later Hossain

and rakhar (1996) have analyzed the effects of radiation using the Rosseland diffusion

approximation which leads to non-similar solution~ for free convection t10w past a heated

vertical pi<lte. Limitations of this approximation are di~cussed briefly in Ozisik (1973 l.. The

ahuve investigators were not eoncem about the uniform heat t1ux. But in our present study

we have in\'e~!iga!ed these criteria by lJ.',ingnecessary bOllndary conditions.

In present work, the efrects of radiation on free convection flow around a sphere with

isolheml<li surface and uniform heat flux have been investigated. The results arc obtained for

different ,'alues of relevant physical parameters. The natural convection boundary layer t10w

on a "phere of an electrically conducling and steady ,iscous incompressible fluid \\,ith

i~othermal surface and unifoml heat t1ux has been considered.

The governing partial differential equations are reduced to locally non.similar partial

ditTerential forms by adopting appropriate transformations. The transformed boundary layer

equations arc solved nllmerically using implicit finite difference method togelher with Keller

box scheme by Keller (1978) and later by Cebeci and Bradshaw (1984). Here, the attention

4



Chapter 1: Introduction

is focused on the evolution of the ~urfaee shear stres,>in terms of local skin friction and the

rale or heat transfer in terms of local Nusselt munber, velocity profile~ as well as

temperalure profiles for selected value& of parameters consisting of heat radiation parameter

Rd, Prandll number Pr and the surface wall temperature parameter Ow.

In chapler 2, the effects of radiation on natural convection now on a sphere have been

investigated \\,here the surface of the ~phere is isothermal. Here the non-dimensional

boundary layer eqltation8 are solved by using implicit finite difference methods by Kel1er

(Iyn), Cebeci and Bradshaw (1984). The re~ults in terms of local skin friction, l()~al

Nussclt number will be shown in tabular forms. Velocity proflles, temperature proflles, skin

Ii"iction coefficient and the rate of heal transfer have heen di8played graphically for various

val LIeSor radiation parameter. surface temperature parameter separately and the Prandtl

number a> well. Some results for skin friction coefficient and the rate of heat transfer for

difrcrent value~ radiation parameter, sudaee temperature parameter and the Prandtl number

have heen presented in tabular form. Presenl numerical result~ ofNusselt number have been

compared with the results ofNa/ar et aI. (2002) and Huang and Chen (1987).

In chapter-}. the effects ofradi'ltion on natural convection flow on a sphere with uniform

he'll flux h,l\'e been investigated. NllJllerical results have been sho\\'Il in terms of local skin

friclion, nlte of heat transfer, vclocity praliks as well as temperature profiles for a selection

of relevant physical parameters sct arc sho\\'Il graphically. Some results for skin friction

coefficient and the rate of heal transfer for different values of radiation parameter, sllrJace

temperature parameter and the Prandtl number has been presented in tabular form as well.

5
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Chapter 2

Effect of Radiation on Free Convection Flow on a Sphere with
Isothermal Surface

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the effect of radiation on namral convection flow on a sphere with isothermal

surface has been investigated. TIere a sphere whose surface maintained as isothennal

immersed in a viscous incompressible optically thick fluid with radiation heat transfer taken

into consideratioll. The governing boundary layer equations are firsl transformed into a non-

dimen,ional form and the resl.Iltillg nonlinear system of partial differential equations are then

,olved numerically using a ,ery efficient finite-difference method known as the Keller-box

,~heme. Ilere we have focu'ed our allention on the evolution of the shear stress in terms of

local skin friction and the rate of heat transfer in terms of local Nusselt number, velocity

profiles as well as temperature pronks for some selected values of parameter sets consisting

of radiation parameter Rd, surfacc temperature parameter 8", and the Pr:mdlt number Pr.

2.2 Formulation of the problem

Natural convection houndary layer t10w on a sphere of radius a of a steady two-dimensional

ViSCOll~incompressible t1uid in presence of radiation heat transfer has been investigated. It is

assumed that the surface tcmperature of thc sphere is Tw, where T~,> T". Here '1'", is the

ambient tcmpCralllTe of the fluid, T is the temperature of the fluid in the boundary layer, g is

the acceleration duc to gravity, r (x) is the radial distance ii-om the symmetrical axis to the

surface or the sphere and (!!, .0 are velocity components along the (x, y) axis. The physical

configuration considered is as shown in rig. 2.1:



Chapter 2, Effect ofRad,al;on on Fl'ee Com~ction Flow on a Sphere will! Isothermal Surface

T~ 9

o

y

Fig.2.1: Physical model and coordinate system

under thc u<;lli\lBousinesq,approximation, the equations governing the flow <Ire

D D
-(r.ll)+-' (ry)=Oax or
au ou i'J'u . ['J.ll~+y~ =1I~+pg~(T-Toc)sm -
Ox By &:r a

aT JJ K o'T 1 Cq,"-+'11-; ---- _

- Ox - EJy pC" fty' pCp oy

rhe boundary conditions of equation (2.1) to (2.3) are

.ll=y=O, T=T" at y=O

.ll--Jo 0, T --Jo T. as y --Jo ""

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

wherc r(x)=a sin (:;], g is the acceleration due 10 gravity. r is the dcnsity, k is the

thermal condlLctivily,~ is thc coeJ1icient of thermal expansion, II is the viscosity ol"the fluid,

Cp is the specific heal due to con~lant pressure and q, is the radioactive heat flux in the y

direction. In order to rcdllce the complexity of thc prohlem and to providc a means of

comparison \vith fmure studies that will employ a morc detail representation for the

radioactive heat flux. we ",,'illcon,ider the optically dense radiation limit. Thus radiative heat

flux tenll is simplificd hy the Rosseland ditIusion approximation, which proposed by Siegel

and llowell (1972) and i, given by

7



Chapter 2: Effect of Radiation on Free Convection FlowOna Sphere ,,:ith I,othermal Surface

40' ,Jr'
Q'=-3(u,+GJ oy

We now introducc the following non-dimensional variahles:

(2.5)

l/(Y] a-y,:
'1=Gr"l-'--, u=-Gr 'g,o ,

T-T Q(T -T L'tI= ~ Gr=gf-' w ~JU
Tw-roc' v'

a -y.v =-Gr 'v.,
(2.6)

where v (=I-llp) is the reference kinematic viscosity and Gr is the Grashofnumbcr, e is the
non-dimensional temperature function.

Substiruting ~ariahles of (2,6) into equation~ (2.1)-(2.3) leads to the following non-

dimensional equations

, a
~~(ru)+ -;:-(rv) = 0
a~ 'JIl
iJu au aOu .

"-H-~--+tlsm~
~" ~ ,,-'uC; 011 "'I

08 ae I 8 'll 4 (( "l'} 08]u&';+v01j=Pr&rt 11+3Rd1+ Elw-l)" 01j

With the houndary conditions (2.4) become

u=\'=O, tI=l at '1",0
u-+O, 0-+0 as 11-+"0

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

where Rd is the radiation-conduction par3lIlcter or Plank Dllmber, 9w is (he surface heating

parameter and Pr i~ the Prandtl number defined respectively as

and Pr = ""Cp

k (2.11)

To solve equation, (2.7)-(2.9), sllbject to the boundary conditions (2.10), we as~ume the

following variables

(2.12)

8



Chapl~r 2, Effect of RadiHtiol1on Free Convection Flow on a Sphere with Isothennal Surface

where \1'is the non-dimension<ll stream function defined in the usual way as

1 DIVu=--
r BT] ,

levv=---,a;; (2.13)

Substituting (2.13) into equations (2.8)-(2.9). after some algebra the transformed equation~

take the folJo\ving foml

Along with boundary ~onditions

f=of=011=1 at 1')=0
'!T] ,

af
---+0. fl--+O as 1]--+""

'"

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

It ean be ~~ell that near the lower stagnation point of the sphere i.e. !'. '" 0, equations (2.14)

and (2.15) reduce to the following ordinary differential equations:

f~+2ff._1 ..2+0",0
,

~r [{r+~Rd(i+(ew -l).'ly}6'] +2£0'= 0

Subject to the boundar)' conditions

f(O)'"f'{O)=0, 6(0)=1
f' --+ O. 6 --+° us y --+ "J

In the above equation, primes denote dirf~rentiation with respect to lj.

9
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ChapteJ'2: Effect of Radiation on Free C(}nvectionFlow on a Spherewith Isothennal Surface

In practical applications, the physical quantities of principle interest are the shearing slre~s,

the rate of heat transfer and the rate of species concentration transfer in terms of the skin-

friction coeflicients Cr and Nu~selt number Nll respectively, which can be written as

Gr-''"'a' aGr-1,"'
C, = --, -'(to )"_,,and Nu = -k-(T---T-){q, + q, )'.0

II~"~ " ~

"here .~ ="l:J and q, = -k ( ~) is the conduction heat flux.

(2.20)

(2.21)

Using the variahle~ (2,6) illld (2.13) and the boundary condition (2,19) into (2.20)-(2.2 I), we

get

Cr =W(~,O)

]\;u = -( 1+*Rd8~)8' (~,O)
(2.22)

(2.23)

The values of the velocity and temperature di,tribution are calculated respectively from the

following relations:

(2.24)

2.3 Method of Solution
To get the solutions of the parabolic differential equations (2.14) and (2.IS) along with the

houndar)' condition (2.16), "e shall employ a most practical, an efficient and aecunlte

solution technique, knovvU as implicit finite ditference method together with KeIler- box

~eheme which is \vell documented and \\,idely used by Keller and Cebeci (1971) and

recently by Hossain (1992) and Hossain ct al. (1998).

To employ the finite dirference method, the system of partial differential equutiol15

considered here llre first converted to II system 01 five first order pill"tialdifferential equations

by introducing ne\\, unknown functions of 1)derivatives.

H~re we first convert the equations (2,141. (2,15) and theiT boundary condition into the

~yslem of first order eqlLation~. For this purpooe we intl'Oduee new dependent variables

10



Chapter 2: EffeClof RadIationon Free Comection Flow on ~ Spherewith Isothermal Surface

,,(t,. '1), v(~'7) and p(t,. 'I) so that the transformed mOmentum and energy equations can be
\'vTittenas

j'=u
u''''v

g=p

I l 4 ), 4 " [,g ar)-1+71'. p+-p,g.p-+p,jp=.; U-'P-,-
Pr.1 pr a.; 0';

_.; _ _ sin; _ {( )'1" - 1+-.-. ~os;,p, - I, 1'1 - -,- , Pr Rd I + Ow-1)
sm; ~

and rhe boundary conditions me

f(.;. 0) = O.u(~0) = 0 andg(.;. OJ= I

"(.;, '7)) = O. g (t,. (0) ~ 0

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

We now consider the net rectangle on the (,;. II) plane shown in the figure Al (Appendix)
and denote the net poinb by

,,0 -0 "n _;:n-t +k 12 ,." - , "-,, n' n=, , .... '

'10 =0, '1j ='7)-t +hj. }=1,2, ..J (2.32)

Here 'n' and '}' are just sequence of nnmbers on the (i;. ,,) plane, kn and h
j
are the v<iriable

mesh widths.

\Vc approximate the qnantities f, u, v, p at the points (( . II) ) of the net by Ij . u"j , v"J, p"j

\~bieh we eallner functions. We al~o employ the notation i'! for the quantities midway

between net points show'll in figure AI (appendix) and for any net function as

11



Chapter 2: Effect of Radiation on Free Convection Flow on a ~phere with lsothennal Surface

(2.33)

(234)

(2.35)

(2.36)

The tinite difference approximations according to Box method to the three first order

nrdinur)' differential equations (2.25)-(2.27) are \\'Titten for the mid point (i!', 'b-111) of the

segment PIP} shown in the figureAl (appendix) and the finite ditTerenee approximations to

the two first llrder differential eql.lations (2.28).(2,29) are '\Titten for the mid point

((' Ill, 'I)_IIV of the rectangle PjP,P,P4. Central difTerenec approximations made such that

those equa[i()l)~ involving ~ explicitly are centered at (1;'./12,IIJ-I?) and the remainders at

(1;,. 'IJ-I?). where 'IJ-I? =( 1(;+ If}./) etc. This leads to a set of non-linear difference equations

Ii)]' the unknowns in telms of their values at {._J, TIlis procedure yields.

un _u~-l
( )n-112 _tn-li2( n-112 J-112 1-112

+ P3g j-lI2 - 'j-li2 /.Ij_112 k

"J1 n-I
_•.,,-li2 f)_112 - fj_1I2)

j-Iil k

"

12
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Chapter 2' I'ff~ct of Rad,Mion on crce Convection Flow 011• Sphere with Isothcrm.1 Surface

n n-l
n-1I2 Rj_1I2 -Rj_l/2

{uj_J/2 k

"
(2.38)

Now from th~ ~quation (2.37) \Veget

=> h-I{vn _vn )+l(p / +a j(fv/ _{(p )n +u j
! .i .I-I I, 1.1-1/2 n )-112 2.1-1/2 n

(2)" ()" (I" -'- (vn-I j"
u ;-1/2 + PJ .1-1/2 g .1-1/2 an j-1/2 .1-1/2

" r"-' 1- "n-I-v _ft

.1-1/2' ;-1/2 J-1/2

Again 1rom the equation (2.38) we get

The boundary condition~ become

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

rn-I ,,_1 ,,-I "_1 "-I b 1m cO. (22')Ifwea~sume } ,II) ,v} ,gJ ,P, to e OWllJor ~J~J,equahons .. 1 to

(2.27) and (2.28) - (2.29) form a system of 5.1 + 5 nOn linear equations for the solutions of

the 5) '1'5unknowns (/;', u;', v~',gJ ,p] ),j = 0,1,2 ... J.

13



Chapter 2' Effect of Radial, on On Free Convection Flow on a Sphere with Isothermal Surface

These non-linear systems of algebraic equations arc to be linearized by Ne\\1:on's Quassy

linearization method (ref. appendix).

2.4 Results and discussion

Her" we have been investigated the effect of radiation on natural convection flow on a

~phere "ith isothermal surface for dill"erent values of relevant physical parameters. Solutions

are obtained for fluids having Prandtl number Pr = 0.72 (air) and for some lest values ofPr =

1.0. 1.74, 2.0, 3.0 against 11for a wide range of values of radiation parameter Rd. The values

ofradiarion parameter Rd =1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 have been taken while Pr = 1.0 and e~ =

1.1. DirIhent values of surface temperature paramel"r 0" = 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 me

eon~idered while Pr = 0.72 and Rd =1.0. Numerical values of local rate of heat transfer are

calculated in terms llfNusselt number Nu for the surface of the sphere from lower stagnation

point 10 upper stagnation point. 'I he effect for diflerent values of radiation parameter Rd on

local ~kin friction coefficient Cr and the local Nusselt number Nu, as well as velocity and

temperature profiles with the Prandtl nllmber Pr = 1.0 and surface temperature parameter

8" = 1.1

Figures 2.2-2.3 display results for the velocity and temperature profiles, for different values

of radiation parameter Rd while Prandtl number Pr = 0.72 and surface temperature parameter

e" ~ 1.1, It has be~n seen from figures 2.2 and 2.3 that as the radiation panuneter Rd

increase, the velocity and the temperature increase. The changes of velocity profiles in the 11

direction reveals the typical velocity profile for natural convection houndary layer flow i,~

the velocity i~ zero at the hllundary wall then the velocity increases to the peak value as 11

increa~es and finally the velocity approaches to 7.ero (the asymptotic value):lbe maximum

value~ of velocity are recorded to be 0.41262, 0.46612, 0.50142, 0.52804 and 0.54940 for

Rd=I.O, 2.0, 3,0, 4.0 and 5.0 respectively which occur in between the points I']= 1.23788

and 1']=1.30254. Here, it is obsened tllat at y[ ~ 1.23788, the velocity increases by 33,149%.

'I he changes of tcmpewture protiles in the 11direction also shows the typical temperature

profile for natural convection boundary layer flow that is the value of temperature is 1.0

(one) at tile boundary wall then the temperature decreases gradually along 11direction to the

asymptotic value.

14



Chapter 2: Effect ofRadiatioo 00 Free Con,ection flow on a Sphere with Isothermal Surface

The cfted for different valucs of surface tempcmture parameter e~, the velocity and

temperaturc proliles while Prandtl number Pr = 0,72 and r••diation-conduction parameter Rd

~1 ,0 arc shown in the figures 2.4 and 2.5. Here, surface temperature parameter 0" incr~llSes,

the velocity and the temperature increases slightly such that there exists a local minimum of

the velocity v.,;thin the boundary layer, bl.lt velocity increase, near the surface of the sphere

and then temperatme decreases slowly and finally approache8 to zero. Howcver, in the

figurc~ 2.6 and 2.7, we are shown that when the Prandl1 number Pr = 0.72, 1,0,1.74,2.0 and

3.0 incrcases with e~ = 1.1 and Rd =1.0 both the velocity and temperature decrease.

figures 2.8-2.9 show that skin IHction coefficicnt C,- and heat transfer coefficient Nn

incrca~e~ for increasing valnes of radiation parameter Rd, while Pmndtl number Pr = 0.72

and surlilce temperature parameter 8", = 1.1. The values of skin friction C[ and Nl.lssc1t

number Nn are recordcd to be 1.01293, 1.07813, 1.11961, 1.4994, 1.17325 and 0.77080.

1.03282,1.25211,1.44365.1.61637 for Rd=I.O, 2.0, 3,0, 4.0 and5.0 respectively which

OCCurat the sanle point!; = 1.57080. Here, it is observed that at;; = 1.57080, the skin friction

increases by 15.827% and Nusselt number Nu incteases by 109.7%. It is observed from the

tigure 2,8 that the skin friction increases gradually Irom zero value at IO\-\'erstagnation point

along thc S din:ction and from figure 2.9, it reveals that the rate of heat transfer incr~ases

slightly along the!; direction from lower stagnation point \(I the downstream.

From ligures 2.10 - 2.11, it can also easily be seen that an increase in the ~urface temperature

parameter (I" leads to increase the local skin friction coefficient C[ and the local rate of heat

tnmsfer Nu slightly while Prandtl number Pr = 0.72 and nldiation parameter Rd =1.O.Also it

is observed that at allY position of ~, the skin lTictioll coefficient Cj and the local Nussclt

number Nu increase as e" increases from 1.1 to 1.5. Tlli~ phenomenon can easil} be

understood from the fact that when the surface temperature parameter 0" increases, the

temperature of the fluid rises and the thickne,s of the velocity boundary layer grO\~s i.e. the

thermal boundary layer be~omes thinner than th~ "e1ocit} boundary layer. Therefore the skin

friction coellicient Cr and the local Nusselt nlImber NlI increase.

The variation of the local skin friction coefficient Cf and local rate of heat transfer Nu tor

dl11erell! val lIes of Prandtl number Pr while Ow= 1,1 and Rd =1.0 are shown in the figures

2.12 and 2.13. We can ob,erve from !he figures that as the Prandtlnumber Pr increases, the

15



Chapter 2: Err.ct of Radiati0n 011Fre. Convection Flow on a Sphere with Isothermal Surface

skin frictiOIl coefficient dccrca<;es and heat transfer coefficient increases but the rate of

increase in the heat transfer coefficient is higher than that of the skin friction coefficient so,

the e1rect of Prandtl number Pr On heat transfcr coefficient is more than that of the effect of

Pr on ~kin lrktion coefficicnt.

NLlmeri~al "alues of skin friction coefficient Cr and rate of heat lransfer Nu are c<l1culated

from equalions (2.22) and (2.23) for lhe surface of the sphere from lower stagnation point to

uppcr stagnation point. Numerical values ofCr and Nu are depicted in Table 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3

TallIe 2. I: Skin friction coeJ1icient and rate ol"heat transfer against ~ for different
values ofPrandti numbers and against fixed radiation parameters Rd = 1.0 and
e -I 1»-

Pr - 0.72 Pc 1.00 Pc 1.74 Pc 3.00
c Cc N, Cc N, Cc N, C, N,

0.00000 0.00000 0.84401 0,00000 0.95813 0.00000 1.17629 0.00000 1.42297
0.10472 0.09245 0.84325 0,08839 U.95727 0.08131 1.17524 0.07431 1.42172
0."0944 0,18427 0.8411U 0,17619 0.95484 0.16208 1.17227 0,14813 1.41815
0.31416 0,27485 0.83756 026280 0.95082 0.24177 1.]6738 0,22098 1.41227
0.40143 0,34895 0.83353 0.33366 0.94626 0.3U699 1,16182 0.28060 1.40559
0.50615 0.43568 U.82739 0.41663 0.93932 0.38336 1,15335 0.35044 1.39542
0,61087 0,51949 U.81983 0.49681 0.93076 0.45719 1,14292 0.41798 1.38289
0.71558 0,59979 0.81082 U.57366 0.92055 0,52800 1,13048 0.48277 1.36795
0,80285 066362 0.80219 0.63478 0.91078 058434 1,11857 0,53435 1.35365
0.90757 0,73604 0.79045 0.70415 0.89749 0,64834 LlO238 0,59299 1.33422
1,01219 080341 0.77718 U.76874 0.88248 0.70799 1,084U9 0.64769 1.31227
1,20428 091212 0.74873 U.87309 0.85028 080457 1.04489 0.73642 1.26525
130900 0,96246 0.73088 0.92151 0.83008 0,84954 102030 0.77785 1.23576
1.46608 1,02485 0,70082 0.98171 0.79607 0,90570 0.97893 0.82981 1.18619
157080 1,05705 0.67848 1.01293 0.77080 0,93506 0,94820 0.85717 1.14938
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Table 2.2: Skin friclion coefficient and rale of heat transfer against S for different
values ofradiation parameter against fixed Prandtl numb~r Pr = 1.0 and 8,,=1 1

Rd I.DO Rd 2.00 Rd 3,00 Rd-5.00, C, '" C, Nu C, N" C, Nu
0.00000 0,00000 0.95813 0.00000 1.28514 0,00000 1.55857 0.00000 2,013R7o 10472 0,OR839 0,95727 0.09440 1,28398 0.09824 1.55717 0.10323 2,01205
020944 0.17619 0,95484 0.18815 1.2R07J 0.19580 1.55319 0.20574 2,OO1i89
0.31416 0.26280 0,95082 0,28062 1.27530 0.29203 J .54663 0.30684 1.99838
0.40143 0.33366 0.94626 0.35627 1.26916 0.37074 1.53917 0.38952 1.98871
0.50615 0,41663 0.93932 0.44481 1.25981 0,46284 1,52782 0,48625 1.97400
0.61087 0,49681 0.93076 0.53035 1.24828 0.551 ~O 1.51382 0.57965 1.95585
0.71558 0,57366 0.92055 0.61230 1.23455 0,63700 1,49714 0.66907 1.93422
Il 80285 0,63478 0,91078 0.67742 122138 0.71l469 1.481J6 0.74007 1.91350
0,9IJ757 0.70415 089749 0.75130 1,21l349 0.78144 1,45943 0.82052 1.88533
1.01229 0.76874 0,8824~ 0,82001 1.18327 0.85276 1,43487 0.89523 1.85347
1.20428 0.87309 0.85028 0,93079 1.13991 0.96761 1.38221 1,OJ533 1.78517
1.3091l0 0.9215l O.R3008 0.98205 1.11269 1.02064 1.34914 1,07063 1.74228
1,46608 0.98171 0.79607 1.0454~ 1.06687 1.08608 1.29348 1.J4502 1.66143
1.57080 1,01293 0.77080 1.07813 1.03282 1.1196J l.252Jl 1.17325 1.61637

Table 2. 3: Skin inction coefficient and rate of heat transfer against S for different
values of wall telllpcratur~ Oil' against fixed radiation number Rd = 1.0 and Prandtl
number Pr~o 72

8" 1.1 8" 1.2 9" .., 9" 1.5, C, N" I c, N" C, N" C, N"0.00000 0.00000 0,84401 0.00000 0,90655 0.00000 1.0471l0 0.00000 1,12426
0,10472 0.09245 0.84325 0.09426 0.90574 0.09775 1.04605 0.09941 1.12325
0.20944 0.18427 0.84110 0,18787 0.90342 0.19483 1.04338 0.19814 1.120370,31416 0.27485 0.83756 028021 O.R9961 0.29059 1.03897 0.29552 1.11563
0,40143 0.34895 0.83353 0.35575 0.89528 036892 1,03395 0.37516 1.l1025
0.50615 0,43568 0,82739 0,44417 0.88868 0,46059 1.02632 0,46838 1.10205
0.61087 0.51949 081983 0.52960 0,88055 0,54914 1.0169J 0,55842 1.09195
0.71558 0.59979 0,81082 0.61144 0,87085 0.633% 1.00570 0.64465 J .079900,80285 0.66362 0.80219 0.67649 0.86156 0.70137 0.99495 0.71317 1.06835
090757 0.73604 0.79045 0,75029 0.84894 0.77781 0.98034 0.79086 1,05266
1.01229 0.80341 0.77718 081892 0.83467 0.848R7 0.963R2 0.86307 1.03491
1,20428 0.91212 0.74873 092962 O.R0407 0.96339 0.92841 0.97938 1.99686
1.30900 0.96246 0.73088 0,9S085 0.78486 1.01631 0,90617 1.03310 1.97296
1.46608 1.02485 0.70082 1.04429 0.75252 1.08172 086873 1.09941 1.93273
1.57080 1.05705 0.67848 1.07696 0.72848 1.11529 0,84090 1.13340 1.90281
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Fi~ure 2.2; Velocity profiles for different values ofRd while 8", =1.1
and Pr=O.72.
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Figure 2.3; Temperature profiles for different valnes ofRd while e" =1.1
illld Pr=O.72.
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Figure 2.4; Velocity profiles ior differenl values ofew while Rd =1.0
and Pr=O.72.
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Figure 2.5; Tcmpewture profiles for dilTerent values of8", while Rd =1.0
and Pr=O.72.
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Figure 2.6: Velocity profiles for different valuos ofPr while 6,,=1.
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Figure 2.7: Temperature profiles for different values of Pr while 6w =1.1
and Rd=l.O.
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Fi!:ure 2.8: Skin rriclion coefficients for different values Rd
while Ow = 1.1 and Pr =0.72
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Figure 2.9: Rate of heat transfer for different values of Rd
whik flw ~ 1,I and Pr ~O.72
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Figure 2.10: Skin friction coefficients for different values of
Owwhile Rd= 1.1 and Pr =0.72
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Figure 2.11: Rate of heat transfer for different values of e",
while Rd= 1,1 and Pr ~O,72
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Figure 2.12: Skin friction coefficients for different values of
Pr while Rd~l.O and e" = 1.1.
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Figure 2.13: Rate of heat lran8fer for different values of Pr
\\,hile Rd= 1.0 and 8", ~ 1.1.
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2.5 Comparison of the results

Figure 2.14 depicts the comparisons of the prescn! numerical results of the Nusselt numher

XII with those obtained by Nazar et al. (2002) and Huang and Chen (1987). Here, the

radiation effeet has been ignored (i.e., Rd ~O.O) and Prandtl nLlmhers Pr = 0.7 and 7.0 are

chosen. ! stndied well the results nnd it helped me to take firm decision that the present

result, ab'feed well "ith the solutions of Nazar et al. (2002) and Huang and Chen (1987) in

the absence 01" 'Llctilln and blowing.

"

"?
~ '.0

ii
E 0.8,
Z
~B: 0,6
~
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• Nazar at at
- - - - Huang and Chen

Present

- -

30 40 50 60

X in degree

Figure 2.14: Comparisons of the present numericlll results of
Nusselt number Nu for the Prandl! numbers Pr = 0.7, 7.0 with
those obtained h} Nv.ar <:tal. (2002) and Huang and Chen (1987).
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Chapter 2: Effect of Radiation on Free Convection flow on a Sphere with Isothcnnal SlIrface

2.6 Conclusion
The eUect of radiation On natural convection Oow on a sphere with isothermal surface has

been investigated for different values of re1cvant physical parameters inciLlding Prandtl

number Pr, and surface temp~rature parameter ew•
Here \Ve have transformed the go\.eming boundary layer ~quations of motion into a non-

dimension"l fOmJ and the resulting non-linear ,ystems of partial differential equations are

reduced to local non-similarity boundary layer equations, which are solved numerically by

l1.\ing implicit finite difference method together \~ith thc Keller-box schemc. from the

pre~ent in\'estigation we can draw the follO\ving conclusions:

• Significant effects of radiation parameter Rd on velocity and temperature profiles as

""ell as on skin friction and the rate of heat transfer have been fOlU1din this

in\'estigation. An increase in the values of radiation parameter Rd leads to both the

\elocity and the temperature profiles increase, the local skin Inction coefficient Cf

and the local rate of heat transfer Nn also increases for increase of Rd at different

position or ~ for Pf"LO and e",=1.1.

• All the velodty profile, temperature profile, the local skin friction coefficient Cj and

the local rate of heat transfer Nu increase significantly when the values of surfaec

temperalure parameter fl" increase, while Rd=1.0 and Pr~O.72

• For increasing values of Prandtl nllmber Pr leads to decrease the velocity profile and

the local skin li-icli"n coefficient Cr, but the temperarnre prolile and the local rate of

heat transf~r Nn increase~ as the in~rcase of the PrandtJ number while Rd=1.0 and

PFO.72.
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Chapter 3

Effect of Radiation on Free Convection Flow on a Sphere with Uniform
Surface Heat flux

3.1 Introduction

The dIecl of nIdi ation on natural convection flow on a sphere with uniform surface heat flux

has been investigated in this chapter. Vle have considered here a sphere immersed in a

ViSCllU>incompressible optically thick fluid ""ith uniform heat !lux. Here the governing

boundary layer equations are lirst transformed into a non-dimensional tbrm and the resulting

nonlinear sy~tem of partial differential equations are then solved numerically using a very

efficient finite-difference method knov,u as the Kelkr-box scheme. Here we have focused

our attention on the evolution of the shear stress in terms of local skin friction and the rate of

heat transfer in terms of local Nusselt number, velocit} profiles as well as temperature

profiles for some selected values of parameter sets consisting of radiation parameter Rd,

surface temperature parameter e" and the Prandlt munber Pro

3.2 Formulation of the problem
Natural convection boundary layer flow on a sphere "fradius a of a sleady two-dimensional

viscous incompres,ible fluid in presence of radiation heat transfer has bccn investigated. It is

assumed that the ,>uriace temperature of the sphere is T,,, where T", > ToO' Here T'" is the

ambient tempenltl.ne of the fluid. T is the temperature of the Iluid in the boundary layer, g is

the acceleration dile to gnwity, r (x) is the radial distance from the symmetrical axis to the

surface of the sphere and (J!, ,,) are velocity components along the (x, y) axis. [he physical

configuration considered is as Sh""'l1 in Fig. 3.1:
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y

o

Fig. 3.1: Physical model and coordinate system

Under the usual Bousinesq approximation, the equations those govern the flow are

~.(r!!)+ ~ (r.;::)=O
0" ay

8" 8, 8', ( ) . ['Ju--=+v--= ='l--=+pg~ T-T sm -
-e:x. -fjy '2'/ ~ a

iJT aT k o7'T 1 Oq," _"_0 _
- e:x. - (jy pCp By' pCp oy

The boundary conditions of equation (3.1) to (3.3) are

(3, I )

(3.2)

(3.3)

l!=.'>:.=0,
Jr y=Og. = -k- "ry

(3.4)!! --Jo 0, T --Jo 1~ "' ,4~
where g is the a~eeleration due to gravity, p is the density, k is the thermal conduetivity.1) is

the coefficient of thenna! expansion, fl is the viscosity of the fluid, Cp is the speciJic heat

due to eonstanl pressure and g, is the radiative heat llux in the y diredion. In order 10reduce

the complexity of the problem and to provide a means of comparison with fulure studies thal

will empilly a more detail representation for the radiative heat flux, we will consider the

optically dense radiation limit. Thus the Rosseland ditTusion approximation proposed by

Siegel and Howell (1972) and is given by simplifies radiation heat flux term as:
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40 or'
Q'=-3(a,+o-,j uy

w~now inlroduce the follo\ving non-dimensiOll<l1variables:

(3.5)

,
~=-,,

a -II
v=-Gr/,v -',

(3.6)

where v (=f,lp) is [he r~reren~e kinematic viscosity and Gr is the Grashof number, e is the

non-dimensionaltempcrature function.

Substirnting variable (3.6) into eqU<ltions(3.1)-(3.3) leads to the follo\\ing non-dimensional

equations

a a-;:-(ru)+ -(n) = 0
ff, 011
au au a'u .'-H-o--, +flsmE
J~ Dr[ Drt .

'" ao 1 8 [I 4 l"'],_+,_0 __ 1+-Rd(1+M)-
a~ Dr[ Pr i3'l l 3 &1]

'With the boundary conditions (3.4) as

'"u=v=O, &1] =-1 at 1]=0

u --4 0, 0--40 as 1]---+""

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

where Rd is the radiation-eondu~tion parameter or Plank number, Bw is the surface heating

parameter and Pr is the Prandti number defined respectively as

4crT~'
Rd= ) and Pr

k(u,+cr, (3.11)

To solve equations (3.8)-(3.9), subject to the boundary conditions (3.10), we assume the

following variables
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where \11is thc non-dimensional stream function defined in the usual way as

(3.12)

I'"u=--.
r 2T] -

1 8111
\"=---cc< (3.13)

Substiruting (3.13) into equations (3.8)-(3.9), after some algebra the following transformed

equations take the following form

Along with boundary conditions

f=2f =0.6'=-1 at n=O",. .,
afoeo- --+ --+ as 1]-HO'" .

(3.14)

(3.15)

..
(3.16)

It can be seen that near the lower stagnation point of the sphere i.e. ~ "" 0, equations (3.14)

and (3. 15) reduce to the following ordinary differential equations:

•

~r[{I+~Rd(1+<.\e)'}e'] +2[B'=O

Subject to the boundary conditions

r(o)~qo)~o.0'(0).-1
f' --+ 0, e --+ ° as 1]--+ if;

29
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In the above cqllation~ primes denote differentiation ",ith respect to 11.

In practical applications, the physical quantities of principle interest are the shearing stress,

the rate heat transfer and the rate of species concentration transfer in tenns of the ~kin~

friction coefficients Ct and Nus~elt number Nux respectively, which can be "'Titlen as

(3.20)

(3.21)

vGr!\
Here we have used a reference velocity U=-- ,
Using the variables (3.6) and (3.13) and the boundary condition (3.19) into (3.20)-(3.21), we

go<

CfGr'x =Sf'(~,O)
NuGr'V,=lIe(S,O)

(3.22)

(3.23)

The ~allles of the velocily and tempcrature distribution are calculated respectively from the

following relalions:

(3.24)

3.3. Results and discussion
In this chapter we have been investigated the effects of radiation on natural convection flow

with llnil"oml heat flux on a sphere for different values of relevant physical parameters. For

this we obtained the solulions for fluids having Prandtl number Pr = 0.72 (air) and for some

lest val Lies of Pr = 1.0, 1.74, 2.0, 3.0 against T] for a wide range of values of radiation
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parameter Rd. The values of radiation parameter Rd =1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 have been

taken while Pr ~ 1,0 and tI=O.l. Dilferent values of surface temperature parameter tI~ 0.1,

0.2,0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 arc considcrcd while Pr = 1.0 and Rd =1.0. We calculated the numerical

values of local rate of heat transfer in tenns of Nusselt number Nu for the surface of the

sphere from lower smgnation point to upper stagnation point. The effect for different values

of radiation parameter Rd on local skin friction coefficienl Cf and the local Nusselt number

Nu, as well as velocity and temperature profiles with the Prandtl number Pr = 1.0 and

surface temperarnre parameter 6~ OJ are discussed.

By the displaying figures 3.2-3.3 we get the results for the velocity and temperature prol11es,

for different values of radiation parameter Rd \,,-hile Prandt1 number Pr = 1.0 and surface

temperature parameter Ll= 0.1. From figures 3.2 and 3.3 we have seen that as the radiation

parameter Rd increase~ both the velocity and the temperature increase. Thc changes of

velocity profi1e~ in the 1] direction reveals the typical velocity profile for natural convection

boundary layer flow i.e. the velocity is zero at the boundary wall then the velocity increases

to the peak value as 1]incrcases and tlnally the velocity approaches to zero (the asymptotic

value). The maximum values of velocity are recorded to be 0.45896, 0.51374, 0.550830,

0.57840 and 0.60017 for Rd=I.O, 2.0, 3.0. 4.0 and 5.0 respectively which OCCl.lrin between

the points 1] = 1.23788 and 1]~1.43822. Here, it observed that at 1] = 1.36929, the velocity

increases by 5.005%. The changes oftempemlure profiles in the 1] direction also show~ the

typical velocity prolile for natural convection boundary layer flow that is the value of

tcmpcrarnre is 1.0 (one) at the boundary wall then the temperature decreases gradually along

1]direction to the asymptotic value.

Again the variation of the surface temperature parameter 8,,, the velocity and tcmperalure

proliles while Prandtl numbcr Pr = 1.0 and radiation-condllction parameter Rd =1.0 arc

shown in the figure, 3.4 and 3.5. Where. surface temperaturc parameter Ll increases, the

velocity prot11e and the temperature increasc but velocity increases near the surface of the

sphcre and thcn tcmperature decreases slowly and finally approaches to zero. Moreover, in

the figures 3.6 and 3.7, when the Prandtl number Pr = 0.72, 1,0, 1.74,2.0 and 3.0 inerease

wilh tI~ 0.1 and Rd =1.0 the velocity inerease but the temperature decrease.
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Figure~ 3.8-3.9 show that skin friction coeOkient Cf and heat transfer coefficient Nu

increase for increasing values of radiation parameter Rd, whilc Prandti number Pr = 1.0 and

surface temperature parameter ii.= 0.1. The values ol"skin friction Cl and NusselJ number Nu

are recorded to he 1.04809, 1.l1326, 1.15486, 1.I8458, 1.20726 and .73750, .98790,

1.19677,1.37972,1.54469 for Rd=l.O, 2.0, 3.0, 4,0 and5.0 respectively which occur at the

same point s = 1.57080. Here, it i<;observed that at ~ = 1.57080, the skin friction increases

by 15.19 % and Nus<;elt number Nu increases by 1.09%. It is observed from the figure 3.8

that the skin friction increase gradually from zero value at lower stagnation point along the ~

direction and from figure 3.9, it reveals that the rate of heat transfer increase slightly along

the; direction from lower stagnation point to th~ downstream.

It can also be seen from figures 3.10 - 3.1 1, that an inerea.>e in the surface temperature

parameter ii. lead8 to increase the local skin friction eoefticient Cf and the local rate of heat

transfer Nu slightly ",hile PrandtJ number Pr = 1.0 and radiation parameter Rd =1.0. Also it

is observed that at any position of S, the skin friction coefficient Cf and the local Nussolt

number Nu increase as LI. increases from 0.1 to 0,5. 'j his phenomenon can easily b~

understood linn the fact that when the surface temperature parameter i'I increase. the

temperature of the fluid rises and the thickness of the velocity of the boWldary layer grows

i.e. the thermal boundary layer becom~s thinner than the velocity at the boundary layer.

Therefore the skin friction coefficient C, and the local Nus~elt number Nu increase.

Vatiation~ of the local skin friction coefficient Cr and local rate of heat transfer Nu lor

different values of PrandtJ number Pr while LI.= 0.1 and Rd =1.0 are shown in the figures

3.12 and 3.13. We can observe from the figures that as the PrandtJ number Pr increases, the

skin friction coeflicient deercase8 and heat tran8fer coefficient increases but the rate of

increase in the beat transfer coefficient is higher than that of the skin friction coefficient. So,

th~ effect ofPrandtl number Pr on heat transfer coefficient is more than of the effect of Pr on

skin friction coefficient.

The numerical value~ of skin friction coefficient Cf and rate of heat transfer Nu arc

calculated from equations (3.22) and (3.23) for tbe surface of the sphere from lower

stagnation point to upper stagnation point. Numerical values ofef and Nu are depicted in

1 able 3.1, Table 3,2 and in Table 3.3.
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Table 3. 1: Skin friction coefficient and rate of hea! transfer against;; for different values
ofPrandti number:<:and arrain,t fixed radiation numbers Rd - 1.0 and L'IO.Lp, 0.72 p, l.00 p, 1.74 Pr - 3,00, e, N, e, N, C, N, C, ",
0.00000 00001111 0771~9 0.00000 0.87801 O,OO(){)O 1.07981 0.00000 1.30932
0.10472 009626 0,77142 0.09235 0.87735 0,08544 I 07900 0.07M3 1.30834
0.20944 ° 19184 0,76978 0.18405 0.87549 0.17027 1,07671 0.15631 1.30556
0.31416 0.2860~ 0.76709 0.27447 0.87242 0.25393 1.07294 0.23311 1.30099
0.40143 0,36314 0.76403 0.34839 0,86894 0.32131 l.06866 0.2958~ 1.29580
0.50615 0.45325 0.75939 0.43485 0.86365 0.40230 1.06214 0.36932 1.287~1
0.610&7 0.54022 0.75367 0.51&29 0.85714 0.47950 1.05413 044019 1.27819
071558 0.61343 0.74686 0.59&12 0,84939 0.55337 1.04459 050800 1.26664
0.80285 0.68946 0.74036 0,66149 0,84198 0.61199 1.03548 0,56J82 1.25559
0,90757 0.76425 0.73154 0,73324 083193 0.67839 1.02311 0,62278 1,24060
1.01229 0.83365 0.72159 0,79984 082061 0.74001 1.00918 0,67935 1.22371
1.20428 0.94516 0.70039 0,90686 079646 0.83904 0.97946 077027 1.18769
1,309UO U.99652 0.68716 0,95616 078138 0.88467 0.96090 081216 1.16519
1.46608 1.05983 0.66502 1.01693 0,75614 0,94092 0.92985 0.86381 1.12755
1,57080 1.09227 0.64866 1,04809 0,73750 0.96970 0.90691 0.89029 1.09974

Table 3.2: Skin friction coefficient and rate or heat transfer against;; for different values of
radiation parameter a~ainst fixed Ptandtl number Pr = 1.0 and L'I=O.I.-

Rd l.00 Rd 2.00 Rd 3.00 Rd 5.00, C, " C, N, C, N, e, N,
0.00000 0.00000 0,87~01 o 00000 1.17558 0,00000 I 42388 0,00000 1,83752
0.10472 0.09235 0.87735 0,09811 1.17470 0.10178 1.42282 010639 1.83614
0.2M44 0.1M05 0.87:"49 0,19553 1.17221 0.20283 1.41981 021203 1.83226
0.31416 0,27H7 0.87242 0,29159 1.16811 0,30248 1,4148:; ° 31619 L82586
0.40143 0,34839 0.86894 0,37012 1.16346 0,38394 1.40922 040134 L81860
0.50615 0.43485 0.86365 0.46196 1.15639 0.47922 140066 0,50094 1.80757
0.61087 0,51829 0.85714 0.55060 1.14769 0,57117 1,39012 0.59706 1.79398
11.71558 0,59812 0.84939 0.63541 1.13733 0,65914 I 37759 068902 1.77782
0.K0285 0,66149 0.84198 0.70271 1.12743 0,72896 1.36561 0.76201 1.76237
0.90757 0,73324 0.83193 0.77893 1.11401 0,80S03 l.34937 0.84466 1.74142
1.01229 0,79984 0.82061 0.84967 1.09888 0,88141 1.33106 0.92137 1.71782
1 20428 0,90686 0.79646 0.%332 1.06662 0,99931 1.29202 1.04463 1.66748
I 30900 095616 0.78138 1.01567 1.04648 0,0:;362 1.26765 1.10141 1.63606
I 46608 1.01693 0.75614 1.08019 1.01279 1.12056 1.22688 1.17139 1.58350
1.57080 1 04809 0.73750 1.11326 0.98790 1.J5486 1.19677 1.20726 1.54469
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Table 3. 3: Skin friction coefficient and rate of heat transfer against S for different values
of" against lixed radiation numbers Rd = 1 0 and Pr = 1 0, , 0, I , 0,2 , 0.4 , 05

, C, N" I c, N" C, N" C, N"
'0,00000 (J.()()O{)O 0,87751 o OO{)OO 0,94408 0.00000 1.09305 0.00000 1.17454
o 10472 0,09237 0,87685 0.09417 0,94337 0.09767 1.09223 0,09Q36 Ll7366
020944 0.18409 0.87499 0.18767 094137 0.19465 1.08992 0,19801 1.17117
0,31416 0.27452 0.87193 0,27936 093807 0.29028 1.08610 0,29529 1.16706
0.40143 0.34846 0,86845 0.35524 0,93433 0,361146 1.08177 0.374R2 J.16241
0506t5 0.4349J 0,86315 0.44340 0,92864 0.45990 1.07518 046783 1.15533
061087 0.518J9 0,85664 0.52848 0,92163 0.54815 1.06707 0.55760 Ll4661
07[558 0.59824 0.84889 0.60988 0,91329 0.63258 1.05742 0,64349 1.13624
080285 0.66161 0.84148 0.67449 0.9D532 069959 1.04819 0,7J 166 1.12633
0.90757 0.73338 0.83144 0.74766 0.89452 077549 1.03568 0,78887 Lll288
1,01229 0.79999 IU2(J12 0.81556 0.88234 0,ll4592 1.02159 0,86052 1.09773
1,20428 0.90703 0.79597 0.92468 0.K5636 0,95910 0.99152 0,97566 1.06542
1.30900 ().95634 0.78089 0.97495 0.84014 1.01125 0.97274 1.02870 1.04525
1.46608 1.(J1713 0.75566 1.03693 0.81300 107553 0.94133 1.09409 1.0tt49
L570S0 1.04R29 0.73703 1.06869 0.79295 1.10848 0,918J2 Ll2761 0.98655
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Figure 3.2: Velocit} profiles for different values of Rd when
Pr = 1.0 and'" = 0, I

Figure 3.3: Temperature profiles for different '"alues ofRd
whenl'r= I.Oand"'=O.l
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Figure 3.4: Velocity profiles for different values of A while
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Figure 3.5: Temperature profiles for different values of LI.while Rd=I.O
andPr=j,O. •
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Figure 3.6: Velocity profiles for difTerent values of Pr while
Rd~1.0 and A = 0.1.
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Figure 3.8: Skin friction coefficients for different values of
Rd~ \vhile Pr ~ 1.0 and.1. = 0.1
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Figure 3.9: Heat transfer coefilcients for different values of
Rd while Pr=l.O and.1. = O.!
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Fi~re 3.10; Skin friction coefficients for different values of
Ii, while Rd = 1.0and Pr =1.0
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Figure 3.11; Heat transfer coefficients for diil'erent values of
,1, \\,hile Rd=LO and Pr ~ 1.0.
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Figure 3.12: Skin friction coefficients for ditTerent values of
PI, while Rd = 1.0 and L'.= 0_1
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Figure 3.13: Heal tnmsfer coefficients fOI different values of
Pr 'While Rd ~ 1.0 and A ~ 0.1
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3.4. Conclusion

The Radiation effect on natural convection flow on a sphere with unifonn heat flux has been

studied for different values of relevant physical parameter~ including Prandtl number PT, and

surface temperature parameter 6,

In this work we have transJonned the governing boundary la}er equations of motion into a

non-dimensional form and then the resnlting non-linear systems of partial differential

equations are reduced to local non-similarity bOWldary layer equations, which are solved

numerically by using implicit finite difference method together with the Keller-box scheme.

B)' the present ime,tigation we can draw the following conclusions:

• There arc significant effects of radiation parameter Rd on velocity and temperature

profiles as well as on skin friction and the rate of heat transfer have been found in this

study. An increase in the values of radiation parameter Rd leads to both the velocity and

the temperature profiles increase, the local skin friction coefticient Cr and the local rate

of heat transfer Nu also increases for increase of Rd at different position of!; for Pr~I.O,

and ~=O_l.

• When the values of surface temperature parameter ~ increases while Rd=1.0 and Pr=1.0

then all the velocit}, profiles, temperature profiles, the local skin friction coefficients Cf

and the local rate ofheat transfer Nu increase significantly.

• Again for increasing value, of Prandtl number Pr leads to decrease on the velocity and

temperature profiles and the local skin friction coefficient Ct. but the local rate of heat

transler Nu inercase~ as the increase of the Prandtl number while Rd=l.O and ~=O.l.
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3.5 Extension of this work
In this work, wc considered constant viscosity and thermal conductivity but thcy are

functions oftcmperaturc,

• If we consider the viscosity and thermal conductivity as the function of temperature then

'Wecan extend our problem.

• v.'c can extend the work by taking into account the MHO effect.

• Also taking the non-unifonn sutface temperature, the problem can be extended.
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Implicit Finite Difference Method
To gel the ~olulions of the transformed governing equations with the conesponding

boundary conditions. \ve employed implicit tinile difference method togeilier \"ith Keller-

box elimination technique, which is well docllmenlcd !lnd widely used by Keller and Cebeci

(l971) and recelltly by Hossain ct aL (l990, 1992, 1996, 1997, 1998).

A brief discussion on the development of algorithm on the method of implicit finite

difference method together \",ith Keller - box elimination scheme is given below considering

the follo\ving Equations (Al-A2).

8'1.( , -J 8'( (afJ' ,i,,<~+ 1+-.-1'(15<; j-, - - ,--,
011 sm.; all ell .;

(AI)

"

(A2)

To apply the aforementioned method, \\'e first convert Equations (Al)-(A2) into the

following system of tir,;t order equations \"llh dependent \-ariables u (.;,ry), v (.; ry), p (.;ry),

and g{.;.ry) as

j' =u

u'=v

g'=p

, fi " (",afJv+p, "-P,u.+p,g=.; Ua,(o.gV

(A3)

(A4)

(AS)

(A6)
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1 (1 4 J' 4 " ' (Dg ar]- +-P, P +-p,g P +p,jp=; u-'p-'-
Pr3 pr oi;8;

Where~=x, h=gand

S" sinS I }'PI = 1+ ~cos.; ,P2 = J, P3= -,- , P4 ~ Rd 1+ (e. -I)
sm~ ~

and the boundar}' conditions are

Ir;. 0) = 0, uri;. 0) = Oandg(!;. 0) = J

u(? (0)=0, g(? "0) =0

(A7)

(AS)

(A9)

Voleno", consider the net rectangle on the (,; ,/I ) plane shown in tbe figure (AI) and denote

the net points by

'70=0, '}j=l]j_]+hj, 1=1,2... J

(A1O)

, P

'lj-w

11i-'

.- P,

figure AI: Net rectangle for difference approximations for the Box ocheme.
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Here 'n' and 'j' arc just sequence of numbers Oil the ((, II) plane, kn and h] are the variable

mesh widths.

We approximate the quantities £: n, v, p at the points (c; , II! ) of the net by Ii' uj. v"j, p"j

which we call net function. We also employ the notation g"j for the quantities mid\vay

hetween net point> shown in figurc (3.14) and for any net function as

cn-1I2 =!(cn +(11-1)
" 2 "

1
'7;_1," =2('1, + '1J.L)

"_L,'1 I " "_I
gj =2(gJ +gj )

"-!("+")g,l_'J2 - 2 gJ gJ-L

(All)

(A12)

(AB)

(A14)

The finite difference approximations according to Box method to the three first order

ordinary differential equations (A3)-(A5) are "vritten for the mid point (c;, '1j-u) of the

segment PjP2shown in the figure (3.14) and the finite diffetence approximations to the

two first order dilTerential equations (A6)-(A7) are ""Titten for the mid point

(('" 2, 'I,.IIL) of the rectangle P,P2P,P4. This procedure yields.

h-' ({" -f" )= " , = U;_l +u;
J 'I j-I UJ_I.'2 2

v" +v"
h-'("") n I-I!! UJ-UJ_1 =VJ-

'

!2=-"-2--
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(AI5)

(AI6)

(AI?)

(A18)
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l ,(~-' ,.,-,.,J
_I 1+~ .J 1-', Prj +p, P)_L +(n";,,n-',"'+,::( ( )')n-Ill2P 3p.l h h \1-'1.11-'),_]12 P, gp )-,,'

, I) P,

[

~ H j" e"J=".,...''") "'LI1EI-''") - g).,,", •••_L12 ;_l.'! - Jr-lI)
~)_L,"' Uf_,;) k ~I-I;) k

n "

Now from the equation (A18) we get

I (v;' - v;_,] I(V;-l - V~~~]I i( ".)' (")_., I"2 h, +1, h.. +2 1',)";-,,,+ PL/".'_'"

l{ " ( ')';_') l{( )" ( )"_')-'2 ( 1',1< JrL" + p,u ,-,,", +'2 p,g ,,'-''"'+ p,g J-''"')

( ')" ()' ()" {( ')"-' "f"-l ,,_L f"U I_J." + J'j ,"_11' g ,.,,", = a" - U 1.]'2 +Vj_ti1 ,1_'" -VI_", j_''"'

( )" ()' { • "j-" (')';-' ."-' I'+ p, )_,,",g J-'I' = a,; ,U ;_LI> + 1'" .'_'1'+ 'J-L,"' .._'I'

(AI9)

- j-")} ( )".' (fi)"-' (VJ_,,", ,-II' - 1', )_,,", ' ,-''"' + 1', )_., ( ")'"
}_,,", U )_]"
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( ')' (J' ()' ( ,-, f' 'j'" )U H' + p, !_'" g ,_,,'+a" VJ_1'l Hi' -VI-l" j-101

E {( ")'" (')'" {= - 1_'" +U" J' )_JI' - I/. J-lil

L,., ('''' (' )"., (),., (')'"
1_'" = p, ,-I" JV /_",- P, j_]l' U J-II'

h-'{ ".1 "_L) ( )"-1 ( )'"+ .I Vj - VJ_L - P, ,_I" g J-'"

Again from the equation (A19) we get

(A20)

n-l 1 h-'( , J 1,-1 11-1wher<' M. ,=- 1'f-p (!. -po
1-1,2 P I 3 4 j j-l, ) n-l!2{jj)"-'

+(Pl )j-112 'P/-112
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The boundary conditions become

(A2l)

" 0 " 1110= Po=

gJ=O (A22)

f J-"-' ,,_1 ,,_1 ,,-1 "_I b k C 0< .<J . (5)I we as~ume J ,IIJ ' "J ,g} ,P; to e DOwn Lor -J- ,equallollS Al to

(AI7) and (A20) - (A21) form a system of 5J + 5 non linear equations for the ~olutions of

the 5J + 5 unknowns (f~", u;, v; ,g; ,p; ) , j = 0,1,2 . _.J. These non-linear systems of

algebric equation~ are to be linearized by Ne\Vlon's Quassy linearization method. We define

the iterates rI
J
", ,,;, v;,g;, P; 1 , I = 0,1,2 ... N with initial values equal those at the

prevlOU, x-station (which is usually the best initial available) . For the higher iterates we

set

(A23)

(A24)

(A25)

(A26)

(A27)

Now by sub,titUling the right hand side\ of the above equations in place of /,", ui, v; and
" .. h ." d .. crl ~ , ~ , ~ I h .gionutlmgt ctcrm'l.l1atarequa mtlClll u, J ,UU1,UV

J
, upJwegelt cequallOns

(A 15) ,(A 16)and (A17) in the following form:
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.. h
}'I<I +df{"-f") -of (I) ",_, {uld +oul') +u(d +0 ul') )

j J j-' )-12) ! }-, )-1

h
5 (IJJ - 5f{') - -" (511(') + 5u(') )=(, )

.j ,-1 2 ,I }-I j j

"h () _}"'1 f'" h (I)" ere rl )- ,_1-, I + jUj_lil

.... h
ou") - ou'JJ - -" (ov{') + ov(I) )=(, )

I ,-12 j ,1-1 4]

( ) - 1" 1') h .1,)r4 ]-U]_I-U, + !'J-)!l

h
Jg(')-Jg('! _..L ((jpI'J+ Jp(l) )=(r)

,I j-12 j j-15,1

\Vhcrc e, ) = "I') _ ,,(I) + h n{l)
.' J "j-I "I V}-l/l

Now the moment of equation becomes:

(A28)

(A29)

(A30)

(A3\)

(A32)

(A33)

-{ (p, )~_L,"'+ ",) ((u' Jj:,,", + o(u' )~',,",) + (P,);_I" {(g J):,,", + 8(g

"",h-'I ,,' +6\"" _Vi" _6\/" )'ie.)' w),v, , I_I j-I ,.-, l.u, "

'(" .. 111')1" "')'()'" V'"e)';')-\ p, /.',"' ~"'" U "_,,,+ U,' u, +U,.,v U i-'

( )' I( )<11.1(.( )',' _I )'" ,)+ pJ ,"_1" l g ,-1,"''''2 v g ) +~ g ~I ,

)'" ),_I, ,

i+a"l - ('" +1.(ov"'+8 ,,;,/,., \V,,_I,"' 2 j V,_t ,...1,"'

= (r,)..

(A34)

Where
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_ (PI)j-I/2 +an (i) 1 n-l
(S3);- 2 vi +'2anv;_V2

(PI)j-U2 +an (I) 1 n-]
(S4)j= 2 'j_I+'2unVj_1I2

(P2)j_li2 +un ,,(I)

2 '
(P2)j-l/2 +an (iJ

(S6);"- 2 u;_1

(P3)j_1I2
('\'7), = 2

(P3)j-l/2
(.<8)j= ,--

(s~)j=O

(sw)J ,,0
, ) - R"" (h""{" .I'I)+,(), )(+')'"r, .. - j_'" - I 'j -vH P, Hi' +U" .lv;_",

(A36)

(A37)

(A3R)

{A39)

(A40)

(A41)

(A42)

(A43)

{A44)

)
(A45)

Here ti,e coefficients (.1'9)i and (sw) j' which are zero in this ease, are included here for the
generality.

Sirllilarly by using the equalions (A23) to (A27) we gel lhe equation (A2l) in the following
fonn:

(I,),Op'/l (,) Sri" +.} .,., ,,) ori"
'.' I

+ (,) ovid + (, ) ovli{
') I 10J J-' (A46)

= (r,»)
Where

_ 1( 4 J -I (Pj)j-l!2 +an '(I) 1 n-I 4 n (, I'
(11)j- 1; 1+"3P4 h; + 2 J; -'2(znJj_1i2 + P

r
{P4)j-IJ2 g P j
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(A48)

(A49)

(A50)

() 4 )' (')'/5 j "'-(P4 )-1/2 gp jp,
In_II,
-anu _I,?--Unll,2 ) '- 2 J (A51)

(t'~)J"'O

I n-j 1 (I)
-anu, ,r; --anu, ,2 )- '- 2 {- (AS2)

(A53)

(A54)

(ASS)

(A56)

,,_I( pVJ_p"')
I j 1_1

+ u" (f) )'"P }_'I!

4(p)' (')" (') 0_1
-- "_1n gp J_',"-Uo U'_ll,g;_II'

p,

The boundary conditions (All) become

1,_, i,l ()"')
1)_1/2 gJ-I," - ug ,_LI2

(A57)

(A58)-, 0'" 0Vllj'" ,ugJ '"

Which jll,t express the requirement for the boundary conditions to remain during the
iteratioll process.
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